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Abstract14

To investigate the extent to which differences in regional model projections can be ex-15

plained by differences in the warming rates of their driving models, we compare projec-16

tions of temperature and precipitation over the UK from two regional climate ensem-17

bles – the EuroCORDEX multi-model ensemble and UKCP18 perturbed parameter en-18

semble – along with projections produced by the ‘parent’ GCMs from which boundary19

conditions were taken. We evaluate the ensembles in terms of their representation of re-20

cent climate, then compare the changes simulated between 1981–2010 and 2050–2079.21

While both ensembles exhibit seasonal biases with similar magnitudes and spatial pat-22

terns during the evaluation period, the UKCP18 ensemble exhibits a somewhat stronger23

change signal in future simulations, due to a combination of higher climate sensitivity24

of the driving models, variations in the forcings applied, and - in the regional simulations25

- the inclusion of time-varying aerosols.26

In order to reconcile the two sets of projections, we compare two periods correspond-27

ing to fixed global warming levels in the driving models, to constrain the variability within28

and between the ensembles which can be ascribed to differing rates of global warming:29

the discrepancy between the ensembles is greatly reduced, although some differences in30

the local response remain, with the UKCP18 runs slightly warmer and drier than the31

EuroCORDEX runs, particularly in summer. We also highlight potential pitfalls of com-32

paring warming levels with a reference time period, due to uncertainty about the warm-33

ing that has already occurred in the driving models prior to the reference period.34

Plain Language Summary35

We compare temperature and precipitation over the UK from two different collec-36

tions (known as ‘ensembles’) of climate model runs: the EuroCORDEX ensemble, con-37

sisting of simulations from many combinations of global- and regional-scale models; and38

the UKCP18 regional ensemble, which uses a single pair of models, but adjusts the model39

parameters for each run. Both ensembles perform well in the current climate, but future40

changes in the UKCP18 ensemble are generally larger by 2050–2079 than those in the41

EuroCORDEX ensemble. This is largely because the UKCP18 global models warm more42

quickly in response to the greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, and use slightly higher43

concentrations of greenhouse gases.44

To understand the differences between the two ensembles that cannot be explained45

by differences in the rate of global warming, we look at changes as the models warm from46

1◦C to 2◦C globally above levels in the early 20th century. This reduces the discrepancy47

between the ensembles, although some differences remain: the UKCP18 ensemble remains48

slightly warmer and drier than EuroCORDEX, particularly in summer. We highlight is-49

sues that arise when comparing simulations at a given warming level against simulations50

in a fixed decade, due to uncertainty about how much warming has already occurred.51

1 Introduction52

Adapting to climate change will be one of the great challenges of the twenty-first53

century. Knowledge of how future changes will impact a locality is an important prereq-54

uisite to planning for them. Many available global climate projections do not provide55

information at local spatial scales, and the use of regional climate models (RCMs) to dy-56

namically downscale their coarse resolution is an important step to provide locally-relevant57

information (Jacob et al., 2014; Sørland et al., 2018). Uncertainty about the potential58

range of future changes is often assessed through the use of ensembles (coherent collec-59

tions) of simulations (von Trentini et al., 2019; Lehner et al., 2020). Large model ensem-60

bles, consisting of simulations using the same climate models but initialised with differ-61

ent atmospheric conditions, aim to sample internal variability within a particular model62
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(Collins et al., 2006, 2011); whilst perturbed parameter ensembles (PPEs), in which mul-63

tiple simulations are again produced by a single model but now varying the parameters64

controlling the representation of physical processes in each realisation, examine the ef-65

fects of the associated uncertainties. In contrast to this, a multi-model ensemble (MME)66

in which all simulations use the same pathway of future emissions or atmospheric con-67

centrations, but different combinations of global and regional models, can also sample68

the uncertainty arising from the formulation of the selected models (von Trentini et al.,69

2019; Christensen & Kjellström, 2020). Ensembles such as the global Coupled Model In-70

tercomparison Project Phase 5 experiment (Taylor et al., 2012, CMIP5) and, at a regional71

scale, the CoOrdinated Regional Downscaling EXperiment (Giorgi & Gutowski Jr, 2015,72

CORDEX) are essential tools to understand the potential range of future climate im-73

pacts.74

Here we compare projections of temperature and precipitation from two regional75

climate ensembles at the same spatial scale – the CORDEX MME (Jacob et al., 2014)76

and the UK Climate Projections 2018 PPE (Murphy et al., 2018) – along with projec-77

tions produced by the global General Circulation Models (GCMs) used to drive the re-78

gional models. We note that the GCMs are not designed or expected to capture detailed79

orographic or coastal effects, and so can only be fairly assessed at the national scale; how-80

ever, they are included here so that the contributions and capabilities of the downscal-81

ing RCMs can be evaluated. Both the EuroCORDEX and UKCP18 ensembles aim to82

provide plausible climate projections under the RCP8.5 emissions scenario, but they project83

quite different of outcomes by the late 21st century. To explore the differences between84

the two ensembles, we compare projections not only between a reference period and 2050–85

2079, but also between global warming levels of 1◦C and 2◦C compared with the early86

20th century. We focus on the climate of the United Kingdom, a relatively small region87

for which decision-making and planning are frequently quite localised in comparison to88

other, larger countries, and for which the spatial resolution of the GCMs is too coarse89

to provide the local-scale information required for localised adaptation. However, out-90

puts from both of the regional ensembles are also available for a much wider area encom-91

passing most of Europe, and we anticipate that the considerations around the use of Global92

Warming Levels (GWLs) with regional climate projections, along with the broader points93

raised in the Discussion, will have broader relevance to users of those and other regional94

ensembles.95

The ensembles of simulations used in the study are described, along with the nec-96

essary preprocessing, in Section 2; the methods used to regrid the data and calculate cli-97

matologies are described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. Section 2.4 describes the approach used98

to calculate the GWL climatologies and highlights some important caveats to be con-99

sidered when using GWLs with regional climate model output. In Section 3 we evalu-100

ate the representation of historical and future surface temperatures in the ensembles; a101

similar analysis is carried out for projected changes in seasonal precipitation in Section102

4. Section 5 concludes with a discussion of potential benefits and drawbacks of the use103

of GWLs.104

Any plots referred to but not shown in the main text can be found in the supple-105

mentary material, or — along with plots of other climate indices — by using the EuroCORDEX-106

UK Plot Explorer tool at https://github-pages.ucl.ac.uk/EuroCORDEX-UK-plot-explorer/107

(Barnes et al., 2023).108

2 Methods109

2.1 Datasets110

The analysis is focused mainly on a comparison of the regional component of UKCP18,111

the latest suite of national climate projections for the UK (Murphy et al., 2018), with112
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projections produced by the EuroCORDEX project under the RCP8.5 scenario (Van Vu-113

uren et al., 2011; Jacob et al., 2014). UKCP18 provides a range of different products,114

the regional component of which is a 12-member PPE that uses HadREM3-GA7-05 to115

downscale output from the global HadGEM3-GC3.05 model at approximately 60km res-116

olution to a resolution of 0.11◦ over Europe, equivalent to about 12km resolution over117

the UK (Murphy et al., 2018). Each numbered ensemble member uses the same pertur-118

bations at both 60km and 12km resolutions, with the first ensemble member having no119

perturbations from the standard model. The ensemble members additionally sample a120

range of future emissions scenarios consistent with the single RCP8.5 pathway used in121

the CMIP5 experiments, rather than using the RCP8.5 pathway directly. CO2 pathways122

were chosen to represent the range of outcomes indicated by the UKCP18 probabilistic123

projections (Murphy et al., 2018), with most of the pathways falling above the standard124

RCP8.5 scenario; in addition, some of the perturbed parameters relate to scalings of an-125

thropogenic aerosol emissions (Sexton et al., 2021; Yamazaki et al., 2021). Henceforth,126

the ensemble of regional runs will be referred to as UKCP regional, and the global PPE127

as GC3.05-PPE, in line with UKCP documentation.128

At the time of writing, the EuroCORDEX project has produced runs driven by RCP8.5129

forcings from six of the coupled ocean-atmosphere models run as part of the Coupled Model130

Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) experiment (Taylor et al., 2012), using thir-131

teen RCMs (Jacob et al., 2014). However, runs have only been produced for a subset of132

the possible GCM-RCM pairs, and the EuroCORDEX ensemble used in the present anal-133

ysis consists of 64 climate simulations, shown in Figure 1. Two of the GCMs provided134

three independent realisations to the project, but each marked GCM-RCM pair contributes135

a single run to the 64-member ensemble. The EuroCORDEX models are also run at 0.11◦136

resolution over Europe, with the exact spatial extent varying according to the downscal-137

ing RCM. Henceforth, the ensemble of runs used to drive the EuroCORDEX simulations138

will be referred to as CMIP5-EC.139

For each of the ten RCMs listed in Figure 1 the EuroCORDEX ensemble also pro-140

vides a single evaluation run forced by ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) rather141

than by GCM output: these runs allow the performance of the RCMs to be evaluated142

in the absence of errors or biases inherited from the driving GCMs. The evaluation pe-143

riods for which these runs were produced differ between models, with only the period144

from January 1st 1989 – December 31st 2008 covered by all of the runs. Biases in the145

model output during this period are evaluated against interpolated daily estimates of146

historical precipitation and daily maximum and minimum temperature – referred to hence-147

forth as the observations – from the HadUK-Grid dataset (Hollis et al., 2019). Where148

observations of daily mean temperature are required, the mean of the daily maximum149

and minimum is used (Perry et al., 2009).150

2.2 Regridding onto a common grid151

The various ensembles considered in this paper include models run at different spa-152

tial resolutions (e.g. the outputs from the RCMs as well as from the GCMs used to drive153

them) and with different native grids. To facilitate direct comparison across all of the154

ensembles, each model’s outputs are interpolated from the native grid onto a common155

grid. In this paper, all data are presented on the same 12km grid used in the HadUK-156

Grid data set and UKCP regional over the UK land surface.157

Indices are first computed on each model’s native grid, then interpolated to the 12km158

grid using a conservative area-weighting scheme (Jones, 1999). When regridding the re-159

gional model outputs, only grid cells falling within the UK land surface are used: this160

is to avoid introducing bias by interpolating across the land-sea boundary. When regrid-161

ding the lower-resolution CMIP5-EC and GC3.05-PPE output however, this approach162

is not used: removing cells flagged as belonging to the sea surface before regridding the163
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Figure 1. The 64 GCM-RCM pairs included in the EuroCORDEX ensemble.

data would result in an absence of data in large areas of the UK. Instead, the low-resolution164

data are regridded directly onto the land surface 12km grid, and the effect of any result-165

ing blurring of land and sea surface variables is highlighted when discussing the results166

below. This choice was made to keep the focus of this paper on the 12km resolution of167

the regional climate models; if GCM performance was of direct interest then it would168

be more informative to compare the GCMs to observations on a coarser grid, for exam-169

ple the 60km version of HadUK-Grid (Hollis et al., 2019). However, as noted above, re-170

sults for GCMs are presented here primarily to illustrate which aspects of the RCM per-171

formance are largely inherited from the driving models, and which arise from the down-172

scaling models themselves.173

2.3 Calculating climatologies174

Model biases are calculated as the difference between the model climatology and175

the equivalent HadUK-Grid observed climatology during the common evaluation period176

from January 1st 1989 to December 31st 2008. Changes in temperature-based indices177

are calculated as the difference between the aggregated value of the index during the fu-178

ture period (December 1st 2049 – November 30th 2079) and the reference period (De-179

cember 1st 1980 – November 30th 2010). For precipitation indices, biases are presented180

as relative (percentage) differences with respect to observed precipitation, and changes181

as relative differences with respect to the reference climatology. UKCP18 users should182

note that this is not the same reference period as that used in the original UKCP18 anal-183

ysis, which considered twenty-year periods (Murphy et al., 2018): instead, the present184

paper focuses on the thirty-year time-slices recommended by the World Meteorological185

Organisation (WMO, 2017).186

2.4 Changes between global warming levels187

The GCMs used to drive the EuroCORDEX and UKCP regional ensembles have188

very different climate sensitivities (Flato et al., 2014; Yamazaki et al., 2021) and, as noted189

in Section 2.1, the GC3.05-PPE runs also use a variant of the standard RCP8.5 emis-190

sions scenario. This translates into rather different rates of warming — illustrated in Ta-191
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ble 1, which shows the change in GMST in each GCM between 1900–1950 and 2050–2079192

— which might be expected to propagate into systematic differences between the regional193

outputs, obscuring potentially interesting differences in local responses.194

Table 1. GMST change (◦C) from 1900-1950 to 2050–2079 in the CMIP5-EC and GC3.05-

PPE runs. CMIP5-EC values are taken from the IPCC Interactive Atlas (Iturbide et al., 2021);

GC3.05-PPE values were calculated directly from the area-weighted model output.

CMIP5-EC GC3.05-PPE

GCM ◦C Member ◦C Member ◦C

CNRM-CM5 2.7 01 3.9 09 4.3
EC-EARTH 2.9 04 4.2 10 3.7
HadGEM2-ES 3.4 05 3.7 11 3.9
IPSL-CM5A-MR 3.6 06 3.8 12 3.2
MPI-ESM-LR 3.1 07 3.6 13 3.8
NorESM1-M 2.6 08 3.3 15 3.8

One approach to controlling the variability associated with both the rates of warm-195

ing exhibited by different models and the choice of emissions scenario is to compare changes196

in model climatology not at particular time periods but at periods centred on the year197

in which the change in global mean surface temperature since preindustrial levels exceeds198

a particular threshold of interest, known as the global warming level (GWL) (James et199

al., 2017; Hausfather et al., 2022). This approach was adopted in the IPCC’s AR6 (Chen200

et al., 2021), and ensemble means of the CORDEX projections at specified GWLs are201

available through the IPCC’s Interactive Atlas (https://interactive-atlas.ipcc.ch).202

By fixing the GWL in this way, inter-model variation arising from the choice of forcing203

scenario and from differences between the driving models’ global responses to greenhouse204

gases is reduced: the remaining differences between the runs may therefore be attributed205

with greater confidence to differences in the local climate response and natural variabil-206

ity (James et al., 2017).207

Particular care must be taken when using the GWL approach to evaluate changes208

in regional model output, although the authors are not aware of any case in the liter-209

ature where this has previously been highlighted. This is because, while GWLs are typ-210

ically calculated with respect to a preindustrial reference, regional climate model out-211

put is typically only available from the late twentieth century onward. As a result, changes212

are commonly reported with respect to a reference period beginning no earlier than 1980:213

for example, the IPCC Interactive Atlas presents changes of climate indices computed214

from CORDEX regional model output at GWLs of 1.5, 2, 3 and 4◦C with respect to three215

reference periods beginning later than 1980 (1981–2010, 1986–2005, and 1995–2014). How-216

ever, due partly to the differences in climate sensitivity that GWL selection is intended217

to mitigate, the driving runs have already warmed by different amounts between the prein-218

dustrial and reference periods. Figure 2a, showing the change in GMST between 1900–219

1950 (used in place of a preindustrial baseline due to unavailability of earlier GC3.05-220

PPE output) and the reference period of 1981–2010, illustrates this. The observed GMST221

increase during this period was approximately 0.6◦C (calculated from HadCRUT.5.0, Morice222

et al. (2021)), and as Figure 2a shows, more than half of the CMIP5-EC driving runs223

have already exceeded this threshold before the start of the regional model output. In224

contrast, all but one of the GC3.05-PPE runs have warmed by less than 0.5◦C prior to225

the reference period. This systematic difference can largely be attributed to GC3.05-PPE’s226

strong cooling response to increased aerosol concentrations during the second half of the227

twentieth century (Murphy et al., 2018; Tucker et al., 2021), which may mean a strong228

warming response to greenhouse gas forcing emerges during model development (Nijsse229
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Figure 2. Boxplots of annual temperature changes in the CMIP5-EC and GC3.05-PPE

runs: (a) global temperature change from the early 20th century (1900–1950) to 1981–2010; and

changes in mean UK land near-surface temperature from (b) 1981–2010 and (c) the early 20th

century to the 30-year time period centred on the year in which the driving model exceeded a

2◦C increase in GMST with respect to early 20th century climate.

et al., 2020). While the difference is not particularly problematic in the EuroCORDEX230

ensemble (in part due to the relatively low warming rates of most of the driving mod-231

els), preliminary analysis suggests that the CMIP6 models simulate an even wider spread232

of historical changes, ranging from -0.05 to 1.06 degrees: it is therefore very that the range233

of temperature changes observed in any representative CMIP6-driven CORDEX ensem-234

ble prior to the reference period would be somewhat wider than in the current EuroCORDEX235

and UKCP regional ensembles, although we note that a balanced ensemble design is planned236

for the next CORDEX phase to sample the range of climate sensitivities in CMIP6 more237

systematically (Sobolowski et al., 2023).238

The potential for confusion caused by comparing a GWL with a fixed reference pe-239

riod is illustrated in Figure 2b, which shows the change in UK mean temperature in each240

of the driving models between the reference period (1981–2010) and the year in which241

each model’s GMST first exceeded 2◦C. Consideration only of the changes between the242

reference period and a particular GWL in this way fails to take into account the effect243

of the models’ differing warming rates prior to the reference period: the GMST of each244

model during the reference period is unknown, and as a result, it is not clear how to in-245

terpret the changes. Furthermore, because the GC3.05-PPE runs were generally cooler246

during the reference period than the CMIP5-EC ensemble (Figure 2a), UK temperatures247

appear to have warmed somewhat more in GC3.05-PPE by the time the models reach248

2◦C than in CMIP5-EC. In Figure 2c, projected changes are instead evaluated against249

a reference GWL – here, the early twentieth century. This removes almost all variabil-250

ity due to climate sensitivity and to the choice of forcing scenario, leaving only the mod-251

els’ regional response to a defined period of global warming: once this source of variabil-252

ity is accounted for, the local responses of the two ensembles are in fact fairly similar.253

This makes interpretation of Figure 2c straightforward: in both ensembles, most of the254

runs simulate between 1.5 and 2◦C of warming over the UK land surface in response to255

a 2◦C change in GMST, with ensemble mean changes of 1.7 and 1.8◦C, respectively. A256

similar approach was used by Arnell et al. (2021), who accept the observed rise of 0.61◦C257
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between pre-industrial and 1981–2010 as fixed, then use a projected further increase of258

1.39◦C relative to 1981–2010 to define the 2◦C GWL for each model.259

Figure 2 uses the driving (global) models to demonstrate the problems inherent in260

comparing GWLs with a fixed reference period. For regional model output however, the261

equivalent of Figure 2c often cannot be produced because, as noted above, regional sim-262

ulations are typically unavailable for time periods before 1980. If the intention of an anal-263

ysis really is to characterise the change in regional climate between 1981–2010 and some264

future GWL, then one simple approach would be to replace the fixed 1981–2010 refer-265

ence period with a model-dependent reference period defined, for each model, as the time266

at which the driving GCM reaches a GWL equivalent to that observed in the real world267

by 1980, and to use this as the basis for comparisons. However, the choice of reference268

GWL is constrained by the available data: one of the CMIP5-EC models has warmed269

by 0.8◦C prior to the start of the reference period, corresponding to the warming actu-270

ally observed by around 2006. In the following analysis therefore, we explore the range271

of changes simulated in each of the regional ensembles between periods in which the driv-272

ing GCMs reached GWLs of 1◦C – approximately the level observed by 2015 – and 2◦C273

respectively. GWL climatologies are calculated by identifying the year in which the GMST274

of the driving GCM first exceeds the GWL of interest; calculating the climatology of the275

regional model output for the 30-year periods centred on those years; and computing the276

change between the two. As above, changes in temperature are presented as absolute changes,277

while changes in precipitation are presented as relative differences with respect to the278

amount projected after 1◦C of global warming.279

3 Simulation of UK temperatures280

3.1 Historical biases, 1989–2008281

Figure 3a shows maps of the HadUK-Grid mean daily temperature in winter and282

the mean bias in each ensemble during the evaluation period (1989–2008), with corre-283

sponding plots for summer temperatures in Figure 3b. The CMIP5-EC runs are on av-284

erage around 1◦C too cold over much of central England but somewhat too warm at high285

elevations and, in winter, around much of the coast. This pattern can be attributed to286

an underlying cold bias in many of the GCMs consistent with that observed over much287

of western Europe by Vautard et al. (2021), offset by local warm biases due to unresolved288

topography and blurring between land and sea surface temperatures due to the coarse289

resolution. A similar spatial pattern is seen in the GC3.05-PPE ensemble mean, although290

with much reduced biases at higher elevations. The RCMs inherit this cold bias but are291

able to resolve the features causing local warm biases in the driving models, with the Eu-292

roCORDEX ensemble as a whole having a fairly uniform bias of between -1 and -2◦C293

across the UK land surface in winter (-1◦C in summer). In the evaluation runs driven294

by ERA-Interim reanalysis, the magnitude of this bias is reduced in both summer and295

winter, supporting the suggestion that the error is to some extent inherited from the driv-296

ing GCMs. The UKCP regional ensemble also inherits a slight cold bias from the 60km297

driving runs, largely attributed by Murphy et al. (2018) and Tucker et al. (2021) to a298

strong aerosol forcing, moderated by differences in large-scale circulation patterns; in win-299

ter this bias is slightly smaller on average than seen in the EuroCORDEX ensemble, with300

a fairly uniform mean bias of -0.5◦C across much of the UK, increasing to -1.5◦C over301

higher elevations in Scotland.302

The boxplots in Figure 4 show the distributions of average UK winter and sum-303

mer temperatures in each ensemble. Average UK temperatures in the regridded CMIP5-304

EC ensemble are slightly higher than in the corresponding EuroCORDEX runs, with the305

differences particularly pronounced in winter (panel a); this is largely due to the warm306

biases at high elevations and in coastal regions mentioned above, which the regional mod-307

els are able to resolve. Within the EuroCORDEX ensemble, average summer temper-308
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Figure 3. Maps of seasonal averages of HadUK-Grid daily mean temperature (in ◦C) from

1989 to 2008, and of the mean climatological biases in (a) winter and (b) summer, in each of the

ensembles of models. The mean bias over the UK land surface is given in parentheses.

atures also display a degree of clustering by RCM, with the coolest summers simulated309

by runs downscaled using RACMO22E and RCA4 (coloured yellow and lime green); the310

same RCM ordering is also seen in the reanalysis-driven ERA-EuroCORDEX ensemble,311

suggesting that the regional models also contribute systematic differences of their own312

(Sørland et al., 2018; Vautard et al., 2021). UKCP18 ensemble members display simi-313

lar biases at both 60km and 12km resolution and, with the exception of the coldest runs314

in winter, the spread of biases in the UKCP18 ensembles is broadly comparable to that315

of the EuroCORDEX ensemble. In both the EuroCORDEX and UKCP regional ensem-316

bles the biases in mean temperatures are largely due to underestimation of daily max-317

ima arising from large-scale processes driven by the GCMs (Vautard et al., 2021), while318

daily minima are typically well represented.319

3.2 Projected changes in temperature, 2050–2079 relative to 1981–2010320

Maps of ensemble mean changes (shown in Figure S1 in the supplementary mate-321

rial, and also available from the accompanying Plot Explorer as detailed in Section 1),322

indicate a fairly uniform increase in temperature across the whole of the UK, although323

the UKCP regional ensemble warms somewhat more over higher elevations in winter and324

in southern England in summer. The distributions of the average changes in seasonal325

temperature across the UK projected by individual runs are shown in the boxplots in326

Figure 5. In both winter and summer, EuroCORDEX runs denoted by the same sym-327

bol (indicating that they were driven by the same GCM) are closely grouped together,328

with the average changes in the EuroCORDEX runs generally of similar magnitude to329

the changes in the driving GCM runs, indicating that the dominant contribution arises330

from the driving models: the CMIP5-EC and EuroCORDEX ensembles warm by, on av-331

erage, around 2◦C in both winter and summer. This is also the case in the UKCP18 en-332
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Figure 4. Boxplots showing the distribution of UK-averaged daily mean temperatures in each

ensemble during the evaluation period (1989-2008) during (a) winter and (b) summer months.

The boxes indicate the central 50% of the distribution; the whiskers of the boxplot extend to

values lying 1.5 times the interquartile range beyond the upper and lower quartiles. The shaded

region behind each boxplot shows a kernel density estimate of the empirical distribution of the

values. Members of the CMIP5-EC and EuroCORDEX ensembles are represented by coloured

symbols, with the shape indicating the GCM used to force the run, and the colour indicating the

downscaling RCM; points corresponding to the output of a single GCM are jittered horizontally

for ease of viewing. The unperturbed UKCP18 ensemble member, corresponding to HadREM3-

GA7-05 in the regional ensemble, is shaded orange.

sembles, where each ensemble member warms by the same amount at both 60km and333

12km resolutions: in winter, by around 0.6◦C more on average than the EuroCORDEX334

ensemble, and in summer, by around 1.7◦C more. Similar differences between the GC3.05-335

PPE and CMIP5 projections have been discussed by Yamazaki et al. (2021), who attributed336

them partly to greater climate sensitivity in the UKCP18 members than in most of the337

CMIP5-EC models, and partly to the fact that the CO2 pathways sampled by GC3.05-338

PPE tend to lie above the standard RCP8.5 pathway used to drive the CMIP5 runs, as339

discussed in Section 2.1. Boé et al. (2020) and Taranu et al. (2023) also note that the340

absence of time-varying aerosols from most of the EuroCORDEX RCM simulations may341

also suppress the range of future projections in that ensemble.342

Readers may note that GC3.05-PPE is derived from a model descended from HadGEM2-343

ES (represented by a cross in the CMIP5-EC and EuroCORDEX ensembles), which also344

projects a strong warming trend. While the similarity between their projected warm-345

ing levels suggests that these two GCMs share a similar degree of climate sensitivity, the346

differences between the two models are substantial (Williams et al., 2018; Murphy et al.,347

2018), and the intermediate variant HadGEM3-GC2 introduced changes that reduced348

climate sensitivity (Senior et al., 2016), before changes to parameterisation (notably in349

the aerosol and cloud microphysics schemes) increased the sensitivity of the GC3 gen-350

eration of models (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2019). This greater sensitivity appears to be com-351

pounded during the summer months by the use of HadREM3-GA7-05 (indicated by or-352

ange symbols in the EuroCORDEX ensemble), which produces the warmest run in the353
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Figure 5. Boxplots showing the average change in daily mean (a) winter and (b) summer

temperatures over the UK land surface between the reference period (1981–2010) and the future

period (2050–2079). For details of the plot elements see the caption to Figure 4.

EuroCORDEX ensemble for every GCM with which it is paired. This difference is driven354

by particularly large increases in summer daily maxima, which are typically 1◦C higher355

across the UK than the corresponding increases in summer minima in all UKCP regional356

and HadREM3-GA7-05 runs (Figure S2), probably largely due to the inclusion of aerosol357

forcing in the regional model (Boé et al., 2020; Tucker et al., 2021). As noted by Lo et358

al. (2020) and Keat et al. (2021), UKCP regional also exhibits a particularly strong ur-359

ban heat island effect, with summer daily minima in London increasing by around 0.2◦C360

more than in the rest of south-eastern England. Maps and boxplots of biases and changes361

in seasonal temperature maxima and minima are also available through the online Plot362

Explorer tool.363

3.3 Projected changes in temperature, 2◦C relative to 1◦C global warm-364

ing365

Figure 6 shows boxplots of the seasonal changes in temperature simulated by the366

two regional ensembles in response to an increase of GMST from 1◦C to 2◦C in the driv-367

ing models. During the winter months both the CMIP5-EC/EuroCORDEX and UKCP18368

ensembles warm by slightly less than 1◦C over the UK (0.8◦C and 0.6◦C respectively,369

Figure 6a). The UKCP18 ensembles both have a strongly bimodal distribution, with four370

of the runs warming very little, and the remaining eight runs warming by 0.7-1◦C, roughly371

in line with the central 50% of the EuroCORDEX distribution. This is a contrast to Fig-372

ure 5a, where more than half of the UKCP18 runs exceeded the 75th percentile of the373

EuroCORDEX ensemble. Even after removing variation associated with different global374

warming rates, EuroCORDEX runs with the same symbol (denoting the same driving375

model) are still loosely grouped together, reflecting the importance of large-scale pro-376

cesses in determining daily temperatures over the UK (Pope et al., 2022).377

The pattern of changes in summer temperatures in Figure 6b bears more resem-378

blance to that seen in Figure 5b: in UKCP18 the UK warms slightly more rapidly than379

the global mean in summer, with most members simulating increases of 1–1.2◦C, while380
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the range of responses simulated by the EuroCORDEX ensemble is rather wider and slightly381

lower, and broadly similar to the range of responses in winter temperatures. As noted382

previously, this larger change in summer temperatures in the UKCP18 runs is driven pri-383

marily by an increase in daily maxima, with ten of the twelve runs simulating increases384

of 1.2–1.7◦C, while daily minima warm by 0.8–1◦C. This difference between the two en-385

sembles can no longer be attributed to a difference in climate sensitivity or in the CO2386

pathways sampled, but is still largely determined by the GC3.05-PPE global models.387

Figure 6. Boxplots of changes in (a) winter and (b) summer UK mean temperature in re-

sponse to an increase of GMST from 1◦C to 2◦C. For details of the plot elements see the caption

to Figure 4.

4 Simulation of UK precipitation388

4.1 Historical biases, 1989–2008389

Figure 7 shows maps of the mean winter and summer daily precipitation rates in390

HadUK-Grid, together with the relative mean biases in each ensemble. Observed pre-391

cipitation is highest in west-facing areas of high elevation throughout the year, with the392

heaviest rainfall concentrated in western Scotland. In winter, with the exception of the393

UKCP regional ensemble, the models tend to overestimate precipitation in the drier lower-394

lying areas, and to underestimate it in the wetter areas and at higher elevations. Although395

the biases are most acute in CMIP5-EC and GC3.05-PPE – indicating that this is due396

to unresolved features – the fact that they persist in the EuroCORDEX ensembles, both397

those driven by GCM outputs and by reanalyses, suggests that the RCMs also do not398

fully resolve the driving processes despite better representing the local topography. For399

the EuroCORDEX and UKCP regional ensembles, separate analyses of precipitation fre-400

quency and wet-day intensity (Figures S3 and S4, also available through the online Plot401

Explorer tool: a wet day is one with at least 1mm precipitation) reveals that the wet bi-402

ases in lower-lying, drier regions tend to correspond to simulation of too many wet days,403

with dry biases at higher elevations the result of lower rates of wet-day precipitation, al-404

though the signs are more mixed in winter: similar results were presented in Kendon et405

al. (2021). The UKCP regional ensemble does not suffer from this dry elevation bias, and406
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Figure 7. Maps of HadUK-Grid daily mean precipitation rates from 1989 to 2008, and of the

relative biases in the means of each ensemble, during (a) winter and (b) summer.

is too wet across much of the UK in winter, with the exception of the far northwest where407

observed precipitation is highest.408

In summer the CMIP5-EC and GC3.05-PPE ensembles are also too dry at higher409

elevations – again, predominantly the result of unresolved topography – while the main410

EuroCORDEX ensemble is, on average, too wet across most of the UK; the average bias411

in the reanalysis-driven runs is similar to that seen in winter, but the magnitude is rather412

smaller. Aside from the elevation-induced biases, the GC3.05-PPE runs are slightly too413

wet in rain shadows, but too dry across much of England: the UKCP regional runs are414

slightly too dry in England but again slightly too wet across much of Scotland. Again,415

inspection of plots available on the Explorer tool indicates that wet-day precipitation rates416

are typically underestimated across the UK, with too many wet days simulated on av-417

erage in all ensembles except for the GC3.05-PPE ensemble.418

The distributions of the relative biases in UK mean summer and winter precipi-419

tation within each ensemble are shown in Figure 8. The CMIP5-EC runs underestimate420

precipitation over the UK in both summer and winter, with most of the models under-421

estimating winter precipitation by more than 20%. This pattern of biases is not directly422

reflected in the EuroCORDEX biases, which vary widely, ranging from -40% to +50%423

in winter and -30% to +70% in summer. Biases in the EuroCORDEX runs tend to be424

more closely grouped by colour (denoting the RCM) than by shape (denoting the GCM),425

and to be similar to those of the corresponding reanalysis-driven ERA-EuroCORDEX426

runs; this suggests that biases in precipitation are determined to a greater extent by the427

choice of RCM than the choice of GCM, which in turn implies that the differences be-428

tween the properties of RCM and GCM output are due to more than just the differing429

spatial resolutions of the models. Biases in average UK precipitation are more closely430

correlated with biases in the wet-day precipitation rate in winter, and with biases in the431

number of wet days in summer.432
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Figure 8. Boxplots showing the distribution of relative biases in UK-averaged winter and

summer precipitation in each ensemble during the evaluation period (1989-2008). For details of

the plot elements see the caption to Figure 4.

Both of the UKCP18 ensembles have a much smaller range of relative biases than433

the EuroCORDEX ensemble, with the 12km runs being somewhat wetter overall than434

their 60km driving runs, largely due to compensation of local wet and dry biases in the435

lower-resolution runs. This difference is primarily due to the ability of the regional mod-436

els to represent orographic processes at finer resolution, and so to reduce the dry bias437

at higher elevations, although it is that the inclusion of time-varying aerosols in the UKCP438

regional runs also plays a part (Boé et al., 2020; Tucker et al., 2021). In both summer439

and winter the relative bias in the mean of the UKCP regional ensemble is similar to the440

biases in EuroCORDEX runs using HadREM3-GA7-05, the model from which the UKCP441

regional PPE was constructed, further reinforcing the role of the choice of RCM in de-442

termining biases in precipitation.443

4.2 Projected changes in precipitation, 2050–2079 relative to 1981–2010444

Maps of the relative changes in the ensemble means of precipitation between 1981–445

2010 and 2050–2079 (Figure S5, also available from the accompanying Plot Explorer tool)446

show an overall increase in winter and a decrease in summer across nearly the entire ter-447

ritory: in winter, the CMIP5-EC and EuroCORDEX ensembles the mean increases are448

around 10% across much of the UK, while the two UKCP18 ensembles exhibit slightly449

larger increases on average and a slight gradient, with the 60km ensemble simulating 15-450

25% more precipitation in south-west England and little or no change in the north-east451

and Scotland. This pattern is also apparent in the 12km ensemble mean, with the in-452

creases slightly damped at higher elevations. In summer, means of the the CMIP5-EC453

and EuroCORDEX ensembles project around 10% less precipitation across the UK on454

average, and in the UKCP18 ensembles, an average of 25% less. The UKCP18 ensem-455

bles again display a pronounced northeast-southwest gradient, with as much as 45% less456

precipitation in the southwest of England; in the 12km ensemble, there is additional dry-457

ing on western-facing elevations and slightly less in rain shadows.458

The boxplots in Figure 9 show the distribution of the percentage changes in UK-459

averaged winter and summer precipitation within each ensemble. The trend of increas-460
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ing mean winter precipitation is fairly consistent across the ensembles: all of the CMIP5-461

EC runs and most of the EuroCORDEX runs project increases of 5-15% in winter pre-462

cipitation (Figure 9a), although a handful of runs from HIRHAM5 and HadREM3-GA7-463

05 simulate less precipitation than during the reference period; all but one of the UKCP18464

runs simulate increases of 5-20% at both resolutions. This change is driven primarily by465

an increase in the wet-day precipitation rate, with very little change in the average num-466

ber of wet days simulated on average across the UK (see also Kendon et al. (2021), who467

investigate the issue in more detail for the UKCP local ensemble). Within the EuroCORDEX468

ensemble, points are loosely grouped by shape, indicating that the GCMs are dominant469

in determining the change in winter precipitation: however, within these groups the points470

are also ordered by colour, suggesting that the choice of RCM also plays a fairly signif-471

icant part. Again, it is interesting to note that the unperturbed member in the UKCP472

regional ensemble – produced by the same parametrisation of HadREM3-GA7-05 as the473

EuroCORDEX runs, and highlighted in orange in the plots – simulates one of the small-474

est increases in winter precipitation in that ensemble, suggesting that this may be a char-475

acteristic of that particular RCM.476

Figure 9. Boxplots showing the relative changes in accumulated UK precipitation in each

ensemble during (a) the winter and (b) the summer months between the reference period (1981–

2010) and the future period (2050–2079). For details of the plot elements see the caption to

Figure 4.

The distributions of changes in mean summer precipitation in the CMIP5-EC and477

EuroCORDEX ensembles (Figure 9b) are fairly skewed, with most of the GCMs sim-478

ulating 5-20% less precipitation but with one outlying model – CNRM-CM5 – simulat-479

ing 7.5% more precipitation across the UK than in the reference period: six of the eight480

EuroCORDEX runs that simulate an increase in summer precipitation across the UK481

are driven by this GCM, which is the only one in the ensemble to simulate an increase482

in the number of wet summer days, suggesting that this may be the result of changes483

in large-scale circulation patterns. The largest reduction in summer precipitation in the484

CMIP5-EC ensemble is produced by HadGEM2-ES, the model that also simulated the485

largest increase in summer temperatures (Figure 5b). However, this tendency is not in-486

herited directly by the runs driven by that model, which produce a wide spread of changes487

in precipitation, including both the largest decrease and the second largest increase in488
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the EuroCORDEX ensemble: as already noted, the choice of RCM also contributes sig-489

nificantly to the differences between individual runs. All of the UKCP18 runs project490

reductions of at least 10% in summer precipitation across the UK – a stronger drying491

trend than the EuroCORDEX ensemble mean or median – with an average reduction492

of 22.5%. Changes in average precipitation during the summer months are driven by a493

reduction in the number of wet days simulated, with the effect slightly mitigated by small494

increases in the wet-day precipitation rate in the CMIP5-EC and EuroCORDEX ensem-495

bles, but compounded in several of the UKCP18 runs by small decreases in the rate of496

wet-day precipitation. This is again consistent with the findings of Kendon et al. (2021)497

and of Pope et al. (2022), who note a projected increase in occurrences of large-scale cir-498

culation patterns associated with dry, settled weather over the UK during the summer499

months in GC3.05-PPE.500

4.3 Projected change in precipitation, 2◦ relative to 1◦ global warming501

Figure 10. Boxplots of changes in (a) winter and (b) summer UK mean precipitation in re-

sponse to an increase of GMST from 1◦C to 2◦C. For details of the plot elements see the caption

to Figure 4.

The relative changes in mean UK winter and summer precipitation in response to502

an increase in GMST from 1◦C to 2◦C are shown in Figure 10. The UKCP18 runs sim-503

ulate very little change in winter precipitation on average (panel a), with individual runs504

projecting between ±5%; more than 25% of the EuroCORDEX members also project505

a reduction of up to 5%, with the remainder projecting increases of up to 16%, slightly506

lower than the increases seen in Figure 9a. Overall, both ensembles simulate an increase507

of around 2.5% in wet-day precipitation rates in response to 1◦C of continued warming;508

the EuroCORDEX runs simulate 1-2% more wet days on average, while the UKCP18509

runs simulate 2.5% fewer, leading to very little net change in precipitation.510

During the summer months the trends are again similar to those seen in Figure 9b,511

with EuroCORDEX runs projecting changes from -12% to +8%, and the UKCP18 en-512

semble slightly more intense drying (Figure 10b). However, this difference between the513

two ensembles is largely driven by just two of the UKCP18 runs, with the remainder span-514

ning the central 70% of the EuroCORDEX ensemble. As noted previously, these changes515

are largely driven by a reduction in the number of wet days simulated in both ensem-516
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bles (by about 5%), with the UKCP18 runs also simulating about 2% less precipitation517

on wet days: plots illustrating these changes can be found in Figures S6 and S7 or us-518

ing the aforementioned Plot Explorer tool. Again we find that, although variability at-519

tributable to differing warming rates has been removed, runs driven by the same GCM520

(denoted by the same symbol) still tend to be grouped together, indicating that the choice521

of GCM still determines the simulated climate to a large extent.522

5 Discussion and conclusions523

Sections 3 and 4 present an analysis of biases and changes in summer and winter524

temperatures and precipitation over the UK: while the results presented are specific to525

the local climate, they offer a useful illustration of the insights that can be gained by con-526

sidering changes over GWLs alongside those over fixed time periods. We anticipate that527

this analysis could be used as a template for regional ensemble comparisons more widely,528

providing a framework by which the effect of regional responses to global warming might529

be assessed alongside projected changes at a given time period, in order to disentangle530

the drivers.531

Both the EuroCORDEX and UKCP18 regional model ensembles were found to ex-532

hibit a similar range of biases in temperature in both summer and winter; a persistent533

cold bias is inherited by all runs from the driving models but the regional models reduce534

this tendency somewhat, and the resulting temperature biases are small on average. The535

UKCP18 runs tend to be too wet on average in winter, while most of the EuroCORDEX536

runs are too wet in summer, with wet biases generally associated with the simulation of537

too many wet days.538

When considering changes in local climate over time, the CMIP5-EC/EuroCORDEX539

and GC3.05-PPE/UKCP regional ensembles generally agree on the sign of the changes540

in average temperatures and precipitation over the UK; however, a stronger signal is ob-541

served in the UKCP18 runs at both 60km and 12km resolutions, which project much larger542

temperature increases and larger drying (wettening) effects in the summer (winter) months.543

This is, in part, due to the fact that the CMIP5-EC runs used to drive the EuroCORDEX544

simulations do not include the warmest and driest of the CMIP5 projections (Boé et al.,545

2020; Coppola et al., 2021), while GC3.05-PPE is derived from a model known to ex-546

hibit a high rate of warming in response to greenhouse gas emissions (Murphy et al., 2018;547

Andrews et al., 2019), as illustrated in Table 1. This greater sensitivity is compounded548

by the use of perturbed CO2 pathways to force the runs, which resulted in a higher ef-549

fective forcing than the standard RCP8.5 scenario in the majority of ensemble members550

(Sexton et al., 2021; Yamazaki et al., 2021).551

The effect of these differences is substantial: between 1981–2010 and 2049–2079,552

the GC3.05-PPE runs warm by 3-4◦C globally; of the ten EuroCORDEX driving runs,553

HadGEM2-ES and IPSL-CM5A-MR warm by around 3◦C, while the remainder warm554

by around 2.25◦C in the same period. Taking into account the number of replicates of555

each GCM in the EuroCORDEX ensemble, the average global warming across the UKCP556

regional ensemble will be around 1◦C more than the corresponding average for EuroCORDEX557

during this time: given that changes in many key climate indices have been found to in-558

crease monotonically with GMST change (James & Washington, 2013; Seneviratne &559

Hauser, 2020), the UKCP regional ensemble should be expected to display a correspond-560

ingly stronger change signal.561

This divergence between the two ensembles poses a problem for anyone wishing to562

use these climate projections to support effective planning and decision making: how should563

the two sets of projections be interpreted? The results presented here indicate that there564

is no direct relationship between the biases exhibited during the evaluation period and565

future rates of warming, so simple bias correction methods are unlikely to be able to rec-566
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oncile the two ensembles. By comparing model outputs at fixed warming levels as in Fig-567

ures 6 and 10, rather than at fixed time periods as in Figures 5 and 9, differences between568

the EuroCORDEX and UKCP regional ensembles attributable to the varying rates of569

GMST change in the driving models have largely been removed. As a result the two en-570

sembles, when taken together, present a more coherent picture of plausible local changes571

in response to global warming, with the UKCP regional ensemble exploring the warmer,572

drier scenarios that are known to be absent from the EuroCORDEX ensemble (Boé et573

al., 2020): this complementary information may be important in the context of climate574

change in western Europe and the UK, where models have been found to underrepre-575

sent observed trends in warming on the warmest summer days (Vautard et al., 2023).576

Given the current focus on the adaptation to a world 1.5◦C or more warmer than577

the preindustrial climate, this GWL-based analysis has potential applications in sepa-578

rating analysis of the local and regional changes that are to be expected at a given level579

of global warming from consideration of rates of GMST change. The GWL approach can580

help to answer the question of why the two ensembles indicate different climate futures,581

but could also be used to investigate broader questions around adaptation: for exam-582

ple, to what extent are local responses to global warming dependent on the emissions583

scenario used, the climate sensitivity of the driving models, or the absolute level of warm-584

ing reached?585

Further work is also required to evaluate the sensitivity of the GWL approach to586

the time periods compared. Time slices spanning a fixed number of years either side of587

a given threshold exceedance will contain different ranges of GMSTs depending on the588

climate sensitivity of the driving models, which may introduce biases, particularly in any589

indices measuring extrema or variability. Alternative approaches might be to select a sym-590

metric GMST interval centred on the year of interest; or more sophisticated approaches591

based on detrended residuals during the chosen time period, following an approach sim-592

ilar to that used by Sexton et al. (2012) in a slightly different context. Furthermore, al-593

though the GWL approach reduces some of the discrepancies between the ensembles, it594

does not fully reconcile them in all respects (see Figures 6 and 10, for example). Some595

of the reasons for this are outlined above, but these results nonetheless serve as a note596

of caution that the approach cannot be regarded as a universal panacea, and users should597

assess the advantages and disadvantages of the approach relative to other frameworks598

for addressing variability and biases within ensembles of climate projections.599

In contexts where timescales are important, the information provided by analysis600

of changes between GWLs may be less directly relevant. Similarly, for indices of quan-601

tities that are less directly dependent on global temperature change – for example, some602

indices of precipitation, which may be more sensitive to changes in atmospheric circu-603

lation and composition than those determined by temperature – the GWL approach may604

be less effective in reducing inter-model differences: since different models reach the same605

GWL at different CO2 levels, they do so under potentially quite different atmospheric606

compositions, although some studies have found a monotonic or even linear relationship607

between regional changes and increasing GMST (James & Washington, 2013; Seneviratne608

& Hauser, 2020; Arnell et al., 2021). Whether the GWL approach is appropriate or not609

in a given application, there is still useful information to be gained by comparing the out-610

puts of more than one ensemble of models.611

One perspective is that ensembles, like the UKCP regional ensemble, with higher612

warming rates explore the upper tails of the distribution of plausible outcomes, provid-613

ing a set of storylines of low-likelihood but high-impact futures (Zappa & Shepherd, 2017)614

for use in risk-averse decision making. However, neither the EuroCORDEX ensemble nor615

the combined EuroCORDEX-UKCP regional ensemble systematically samples a range616

of climate sensitivities, so neither should be interpreted as representative of the possi-617

ble distribution of future scenarios, although the two ensembles taken together are ar-618

guably more representative than either one in isolation. To gain a fuller understanding619
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of the uncertainty about projected changes, it may be instructive to place the regional620

model output within the context of the UKCP18 probabilistic models, which are designed621

to more fully reflect the spread of potential future outcomes, or the full UKCP18 global622

ensemble, which includes not only the PPE but also a subset of thirteen CMIP5 mod-623

els chosen to reflect a wider range of plausible futures (Murphy et al., 2018); both of these624

products provide global data, although projections are available for fewer climate vari-625

ables and at coarser spatial and temporal resolution than the regional model output, and626

may therefore not provide sufficient detail for some applications. Recent work has shown627

that observational constraints accounting for the rate of warming in recent decades can628

resolve much of the difference between the rates in CMIP5 and CMIP6 (Brunner et al.,629

2020; Ribes et al., 2021), suggesting that similar approaches might be applied to resolve630

the differences between CMIP5 and GC3.05-PPE, although the method has not been ap-631

plied to maps of the outputs from regional climate models. This problem of how to in-632

terpret and extract relevant information from ensembles that include models with a wide633

range of climate sensitivities is to become increasingly important, given the known pre-634

ponderance of high-sensitivity models in the CMIP6 ensemble (Zelinka et al., 2020).635

Open Research636

All plots and data used in this analysis can be downloaded from the EuroCORDEX-637

UK plot explorer tool at https://github-pages.ucl.ac.uk/EuroCORDEX-UK-plot-explorer/,638

along with plots of other climate indices (Barnes et al., 2023).639

CMIP5 and EuroCORDEX climate simulations can be obtained from the Earth640

System Grid Federation portals (e.g., https://esg-dn1.nsc.liu.se/search/cordex/,641

https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/search/cmip5/).642

All UKCP18 climate simulations can be downloaded from the Centre for Environ-643

mental Data Analysis at https://catalogue.ceda.ac.uk (Met Office Hadley Centre,644

2018), along with EuroCORDEX simulations regridded to the 12km OSGB grid used645

in this report (Barnes, 2023).646
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